Sr.
No

Reference of the Clause No. as
per Tender Document

1.

Sr. No 1 of BOQ
Wall Side Laboratory work bench
with Granite worktop of size (L X W
X H) 1500mm X 770mm X
900mm with vertical upright and one
side adjustable reagent shelves,
service boom

Query / Clarification sought

1. Please provide the quantity & Pl. refer the specifications and
2.
3.
4.

5.

2.

Clarification / Response
from
IIT - Tirupati

Sr. No 2 of BOQ
1.
Wall side Laboratory work bench
with Granite worktop of size (L X W 2.
X H) 1500mm X 770mm X
900mm with electrical trunking
3.

4.

dimension of cabinet required
Please provide the quantity &
dimension of Leg space required
Please
provide
the
configuration of bench
Please provide the dimension of
Electrical Raceway and quantity of
Switch & Socket (6 Nos of two in
one 5/16 amp plug points will not
accommodate in the bench)
Please
provide
the
configuration and dimension of
Reagent Rack
Please provide the quantity &
dimension of cabinet required
Please provide the quantity &
dimension of Leg space required
Please
provide
the
configuration of bench
Please provide the dimension of
Electrical Raceway and quantity of
Switch & Socket (6 Nos of two in
one 5/16 amp plug points will not
accommodate in the bench)

layout drawing attached herewith
for other details.

Pl. refer the specifications and
layout drawing attached herewith
for other details

3.

Sr. No 3 of BOQ
1. Please provide the quantity & Pl. refer the specifications and
layout drawing attached herewith
Island Laboratory work bench with
dimension of cabinet required
granite worktop of size (L X W X H) 2. Please provide the quantity & for other details
1500mm X 1540mm X
dimension of Leg space required
900mm with vertical upright and two 3. Please
provide
the
side adjustable reagent shelves
configuration of bench
4. Please provide the dimension of
Electrical Raceway and quantity
of Switch & Socket
5. Please
provide
the
configuration and dimension of
Reagent Rack

4.

Sr. No 4 of BOQ
1. Please provide the quantity &
Island Laboratory work bench with
dimension of cabinet required
granite worktop of size (L X W X H) 2. Please provide the quantity &
1500mm X 1540mm X
dimension
of Leg
space
900mm
required

Pl. refer the specifications and
layout drawing attached herewith
for other details

Sr.
No

Reference of the Clause
No. as per Tender
Document

Query / Clarification sought

Clarification / Response
from
IIT - Tirupati

3. Please

provide
the
configuration of bench
4. Please provide the dimension of
Electrical
Raceway
and
quantity of Switch & Socket
5.

Sr. No 5 of BOQ
1. Please confirm whether Eyewash is Please refer and follow as per
technical specs and BoQ.
Corner work bench with sink and
required
granite worktop (where work 2. Please confirm whether Peg- Board is
benches are connected in L
required
shape) with dimensions (L x W x 3. Please confirm whether we can
H) is 1115x 1115 x 900 mm with
consider the Sink dimension as L 600
under welded storage
X D 450 X
H 315 mm (Big size for convenient)

6.

Sr. No 6 of BOQ
1. Please provide & confirm the detail of Please quote as per BoQ.
Corner work bench with granite
Electrical raceway requirement
worktop (where work benches are 2. Please provide & confirm the qty. of
connected in L shape) with
switch & socket
dimensions (L x W x H) is 1115 x
1115x 900 mm with under
welded storage

7.

Sr. No 7 of BOQ
1. Please confirm whether metallic door
Overhead storage cabinets (H X
or Glass door is required
W X D) is 635mm X 600 mm X 2. Please confirm whether shelf is
340mm
required
3. Please confirm whether
Overhead cabinets will be mounted on
wall
Sr. No 8 of BOQ
1. Please
provide
the
configuration like 1 shutter OR
Storage under bench cabinets
with wheels cabinets (W X D X
1 drawer 1 shutter OR all drawers
H) is 750mm
X 530mm X
635mm
2. Please confirm whether 635 mm Ht
of
the cabinet is
including castors

8.

9.

MOC of Furniture in CRCA

10. Welded Cabinets

Read technical specs in Sr no.
5.9 where every queries are
answered.

Read technical specs in Sr no.
5.5 where all detals. Cabinet
height mentioned is without
castors

We recommend for GI instead of CRCA Follow the technical specs there
as it has got long durability and is less will be no change in material
prone to corrosion as compared with specs.
CRCA. We are hereby enclosing a
comparison sheet of the same for your
kind reference. Please
confirm the same.
We request you to consider weldless Weldless / knocked down
construction
instead
of
welded constructions are not acceptable.
Pl. follow the technical specs and
construction for Under
offer welded construction

Sr.
No

Reference of the Clause No. as
per Tender Document

11. Make List

12. Layout

13. Specifications of Stools

Query / Clarification sought

storage cabinet as minimum welding
is the positive sign of less corrosion
being
less
exposure
to
the
environment. Kindly confirm the
same.
We request you to add the
following makes in the Make List as
mentioned in the tender;
Powder Coating Jotun/
Vijay
Coat
Water faucets
FAR/ Premier
Polymer
Switches
& Legrand
Sockets
Data & LAN
Legrand
We request you to kindly provide us
the layout of the requirement for
better clarity & smooth working on
the same
The general specifications of Stools
are mentioned in the Tender
document. But the requirement of
stool is no-where mentioned in the
BOQ. Please
Confirm the same.

Clarification / Response
from
IIT - Tirupati
only

Legrand is accepted for switch
socket and data/LAN point.
Whereas other items shall go as
specified in the spec.

Layout is attached. It is just an
indicative for your reference.

Stools are not required though it
is mentioned in the
specifications.

14. General - Electrical

Please confirm that provision of Confirmed. It is in the scope of
electrical supply at the end of each IIT Tirupati
table shall be under purchaser’s
scope. The supplier will take the line
from the nearest
Main supply line available.

15. General – Plumbing/ Drainage

Please confirm that provision of Confirmed. It is in the scope of
plumbing works and drainage works IIT Tirupati
near to the sink shall be
Under purchaser’s scope.
Please confirm that any civil works Confirmed. It is in the scope of
IIT Tirupati
shall be under purchaser’s scope.

16. General – Civil

